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AGENDA
TUESDAY 14 NOVEMBER → Musée Fabre
7:00 - 10:30 pm Welcome Party

WEDNESDAY 15 NOVEMBER → Le Corum
9:15 - 11:10 am

11:40 am - 1:05 pm

2:30 - 5:00 pm

PLENARY SESSIONS
Auditorium Pasteur lvl 0

EXPERT SEMINARS

The big picture:
Live from Wall Street

Smart mobility
Auditorium Pasteur lvl 0

Digital content
Room Joffre 1 lvl 1
7:00 - 11:00 pm

11:00 pm - 1:00 am

DigiWorld Awards + DigiWorld Week Party

Night Cap → Bar des Loges

THURSDAY 16 NOVEMBER → Le Corum
9:00 - 10:50 am

11:20 am - 1:10 pm

2:30 - 4:30 pm

PLENARY SESSIONS
Auditorium Pasteur lvl 0

EXPERT SEMINARS

Reshuffling
the digital deck

Lunch

A time for big
strategic bets

Coffee break

Digital Africa
Auditorium Einstein lvl 0

eHealth
Room Joffre 1 lvl 1

Will societies see
a return on investment?

4:30 pm

Closing cocktail

Game Summit
Auditorium Pasteur lvl 0

Meet the speakers

A time for big
technological bets

Lunch

Fibre to the 5G
Auditorium Einstein lvl 0

Coffee break

Investment and digital
infrastructure

6:00 - 7:00 pm

Investing in our
Digital Future
Ultrafast broadband, video content, the Internet of Things,
Industry 4.0, Artificial Intelligence…: where is the money going?

Digital technologies are becoming central in investment strategies. And today we are
grappling with the following paradox: thriving innovation and investment with plethora
of innovations, but also a profound uncertainty over the next wave of growth, the
strategies to employ and the sense that there is no more room for newcomers.

 The big picture: what are the key investment trends around digital technology? Who is
investing, in what and based on what beliefs?

 Infrastructure-driven revival: how much priority should be given to financing new
generation infrastructures (FTTH, 5G)?

 A time for major technological and strategic bets: AI, AR/VR, IoT, robotics, 3D printing,


blockchain, batteries… but also telco-media convergence, the self-driving car, the future of
banking…
The big societal issues: How to reconcile the impact of digital technology and employment,
training and inclusion issues?

 Europe as a digital power: Can Europe capitalise on this 4th industrial revolution to get
back in the game, and challenge the leadership of the top American and Chinese platforms?

Tuesday 14 November – Welcome
7:00 – 10:30 pm DigiWorld Summit Welcome Party - Musée Fabre

Wednesday 15 November - Morning Plenary sessions
Le Corum – Auditorium Pasteur level 0
08:30 am Breakfast & networking

09:15 am Opening session




François BARRAULT, Chairman, IDATE DigiWorld
Jacques MOULIN, CEO, IDATE DigiWorld
Marjorie PAILLON, Journalist

09:30 am S1 – The big picture: Live from Wall Street - The latest digital technology investment trends
 The investment dynamic around start-ups
 Investments vs. merger-acquisitions: which is the sounder path?
 Paradox: growth is not being reflected in digital industry players’ revenue figures (innovation and deflation)



Jacques CREMER, Professor of Economics, Toulouse School of Economics
Julien-David NITLECH, Partner, Iris Capital

10:05 am S2 – Investment and digital infrastructure - Do we need new grand infrastructure schemes?
 Should we accelerate the pace of ultrafast infrastructure rollouts?
 Which should take priority: fibre or 5G?
 What role for government financing in telecommunications infrastructures?





Frédéric PUJOL, Director Wireless & 5G and Roland MONTAGNE, Director Fibre & FTTX, IDATE DigiWorld
Craig SILLIMAN, EVP of Public Policy & GC, Verizon
Carlos LOPEZ BLANCO, Global Head, Public and Regulatory Affairs, Member of the Executive Committee,
Telefónica
Olivier HUART, CEO, TDF

11:10 am coffee break

11:40 am S3 – A time for big technological bets - Is innovation simply a matter of investment?
 Where do we stand?
 Which will have the greatest impact?
 Is it all just a matter of who spends the most?
IDATE DigiWorld

Vincent BONNEAU, Head of the Innovation Unit

Bertrand COPIGNEAUX, Senior Innovation Consultant, R&D Partnership Management
Real-time Big Data

Anukool LAKHINA, Founder & President, Guavus
Internet of Things

Charles PAUMELLE, Marketing Chair, LoRa Alliance™
Robotics and automation

Bertin NAHUM, Founder and CEO, Quantum Surgical

12:45 pm Keynote


Sébastien SORIANO, Chair 2017, BEREC & Chairman, ARCEP

1:05 pm Lunch

Wednesday 15 November - Afternoon Expert seminars - Le Corum
2:30 – 5:00 pm in parallel: Fibre To The 5G / Smart mobility / Digital Content
5:00 pm Tracks break + meet the speakers

7:15 – 11:00 pm DigiWorld Awards + DigiWorld Week Party

Thursday 16 November - Morning Plenary sessions
Le Corum – Auditorium Pasteur level 0
08:30 am Breakfast & networking

09:00 am S4 – A time for big strategic bets - What path has the industry chosen?
Introduction

Eric BOYER, SVP, Product Marketing, AT&T (video)

Jean-Luc LEMMENS, Head of the Telecom Unit, IDATE DigiWorld
Keynote

Michel COMBES
Keynote

Yves LEGRAND, CTO, EVP, Bouygues Telecom
Keynote - The Internet of Things: new Mobility Services and Solutions

Rainer KALLENBACH, Chairman of the Executive Board, Bosch Software Innovations GmbH
Keynote – GAME CHANGER: Can the Telco Brain Power A Bright Digital Future?

Francesco VENTURINI, Global Lead Communications & Media Industries, Accenture
Keynote & conversation

Michel TARIDE, Group President, Hertz International

10:30 am Keynote


Pierre LOUETTE, Deputy CEO, Group General Secretary, Orange

10:50 am coffee break

11:20 am S5 – Reshuffling the digital deck
What are the best practices and models elsewhere? What new opportunities are available for Europe?
 The countries that have bet heavily on digital (Israel, Estonia, South Korea, Sweden…)
 Europe and the power investors (China, USA)


Gabrielle GAUTHEY, Director of Local Development and Investment, Groupe Caisse des Dépôts



Khalil ROUHANA, Deputy Director-General, DG CONNECT, European Commission



Charles MATHIAS, Associate Bureau Chief, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, FCC



Chantal MARION, Vice President, Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole



Carole DELGA, Former Minister, President of the Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée Region (tbc)

12:20 pm Address by the French Government


Mounir MAHJOUBI, Minister of State for the Digital Sector, attached to the Prime Minister

12:40 pm S6 – Will societies see a return on investment?
Impact of digital technology and robotics on jobs and training needs, and for personal data and privacy

Jacques ATTALI, Chairman, Attali & Associés and Chairman, Positive Planet Foundation

1:05 pm IDATE DigiWorld: 40 years dedicated to our digital future!


François BARRAULT, Chairman, Jacques MOULIN, CEO & IDATE DigiWorld teams

1:10 pm Lunch

Thursday 16 November - Afternoon Expert seminars – Le Corum
2:30 – 4:30 pm in parallel: Digital Africa / eHealth / Game Summit
4:30 pm Closing cocktail

Wednesday 15 November – Afternoon
Expert seminars

– Fibre to the 5G

How to invest in a convergent world?
Le Corum – Auditorium Einstein level 0
At a time when more and more 5G trials are being conducted, the “convergene vs. complement” relationship between
superfast mobile and fixed fibre systems is very much on the agenda, for both operators and public authorities.
2:30-2:45 pm Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld

Roland MONTAGNE, Director Fibre & FTTX

Frédéric PUJOL, Director Wireless & 5G
2:45-3:35 pm What impact will 5G have on FTTH plans?
What lessons can we learn from telcos leading the way in FTTH rollouts? What will the advent of superfast mobile change
for FTTH plans? What synergies are possible between fixed and mobile superfast access? What is the takeaway from the
sharing agreements between operators designed to maximise FTTH coverage?
Introduction & moderator: Frédéric ASTIER, Managing Director, Network Lead Europe, Accenture

Michel BIURRUN, CTO Orange global account, Ericsson

Olivier DUROYON, Director Goverment Segment and Public Sector, Nokia

Julien POIRRIER, CTO office at Orange Key Account, Huawei

Bob WHITMAN, VP Market Development, Carrier Networks, Corning Optical Communications
3:40-3:55 pm Keynote

Cedric LEVASSEUR, Network Chief Architect, Bouygues Telecom
3:55-4:45 pm Fibre or 5G: what priorities for public authorities?
New government schemes are being rolled out in Europe to take into account the EC’s ambition to achieve “Connectivity
for a European Gigabit society”. Do we need to increase government budgets for bringing fibre coverage to sparsely
populated areas? Should we be concerned that 5G will usher in new disparities? Or, on the contrary, should we see it as
a solution that can enable faster and broader access to superfast connections?
Moderator: Pierre-Michel ATTALI, Director of Digital Territories Business Unit, IDATE DigiWorld

David EL FASSY, Chairman, Altitude Infrastructure

Arnaud LUCAUSSY, General Secretary, TDF

Cyril LUNEAU, Directeur collectivités locales, Orange

Lionel RECORBET, CEO, SFR Collectivites

Agence du Numérique (tbc)
4:45-5:00 pm Keynote

Patrick CHAIZE, Sénateur, Président de l’Avicca
5:00-5:15 pm Keynote

Cristoforo MORANDINI, EVP Regulatory Affairs and Equivalence, Telecom Italia
5:15-6:00 pm Coffee and Networking: meet the speakers

Exclusive sponsor

Wednesday 15 November – Afternoon
Expert seminars

– Smart mobility

From the development of the self-driving car to its integration in the smart city.
What are the investments prospects and stakes?
Le Corum – Auditorium Pasteur level 0
In less than 5 years, we will see autonomous vehicles on roads. For the first time in the long automotive history, OEMs will
produce a car that will likely disrupt their own business, including the non-purchase of their car. Indeed, the self-driving
cars open the way to innovative ways of transportation.
This forum will provide an opportunity to answer the many questions being raised about these multimodal transportation,
and will explore their key challenges in terms of business models and technical requirements but will also investigate the
likely impacts of people lives.
2:30-2:40 pm Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld: Future of transportation

Samuel ROPERT, Head of IoT Practice, IDATE DigiWorld
2:40-3:00 pm Keynote

Caroline PAROT, Chairman and CEO, Europcar
3:00-3:45 pm Future of transportation (autonomous vehicle)
The self-driving car introduces the openness of the industrial car system to newcomers based on their aptitudes in the
electronic and digital technologies; but the insiders already fear a value migration towards the GAFA and their services.
The autonomous vehicle is also seen as a key driver in the OEM servicization strategy. This servicization will have impacts
on the customer relationship as not only the product (the car) will be transformed, but also the consumption model with the
development of various offerings of "car as a service", mainly led by hailing car service emergence (Uber chiefly).
Moderator: Antoine KLIFA, Innovation Consultant, IDATE DigiWorld

Laurent FOURNIER, Senior Director Business Development and Country, Qualcomm Europe

Maximilian MARQUART, Lead Analyst of BMW Startup Garage, BMW

Patrice REILHAC, Innovation & Collaborative Research Director, Valeo
3:45-3:55 pm Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld: Future Urban mobility services

Philippe BAUDOUIN, Head of the Smart Territories Practice, IDATE DigiWorld
3:55-4:15 pm Keynote

Raphaël MOREL, Head of City Development, Uber France
4:15-5:00 pm Future Urban mobility services
In all smart cities around the world, the issue of urban mobility and transportation is a key-challenge as cities must combine
reduction of traffic congestion with their commitment to reduce greenhouse emissions. Innovation in transportation
schemes and means clearly provides opportunities to develop new urban mobility services. A wide range of new
transportation services based on sharing and on-demand access as well as first experiments of autonomous vehicles start
drawing the picture of the future of urban mobility. Then the issue of investment requirements to support the mobility
transformation in smart city arises. What are the requirements? Who are the stakeholders and what will be their role in
investing in the future of urban mobility? What are the steps at short and medium terms? What are the new economic
models to envisage?
Moderator: Philippe BAUDOUIN, Head of the Smart Territories Practice, IDATE DigiWorld

Stéphane BARBIER, Chief Business Development Officer, TRANSPOLIS

Rabii OUADI, Head of sales, automotive & transport segment, Ericsson

Guillaume SAMPIC, Strategy Director IOT, BT
5:00-6:00 pm Coffee and Networking: meet the speakers
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Wednesday 15 November – Afternoon
Expert seminars

– Digital content

Content vs. user experience: where to invest?
Le Corum – Room Joffre 1 level 1
Content is the focus of everyone’s attention, now more than ever before: TV networks, telcos and now the internet
heavyweights are all vying for premium rights and even for ownership of production companies. This race to secure the
best content is going hand in hand with a greater accent on providing a quality and personalised user experience, which
enhances the value of content and cements consumer loyalty. At a time of tightening budgets, what is the right trade-off
between going after premium content and investing in improving the user experience? Is this never-ending escalation not
likely to leave the weakest players by the wayside?
2:30-2:50 pm Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld

Florence LE BORGNE, Future TV & Video Lead Analyst, IDATE DigiWorld
2:50-3:10pm Keynote

Damien BERNET, Deputy CEO, SFR Media
3:10-3:55 pm The race for content
As video content is now omnipresent on all of our screens, the number of players wanting to supply video services has
shot up over the past several years, which in has turn driven up the price of premium rights and the need for exclusive
video content. If this can be a positive thing for producers and content owners, is a “content bubble” not inevitable? And
will consumers not also be penalised by the skyrocketing price of content? Who are the winners and losers in this
inflationary spiral?
Introduction & moderator: Yannick SADOWY, Industry Managing Director – Communications & Media lead, Accenture





Roger COSTE, Partner, BRUT
Dominik KRZYSZTOFEK, Senior Strategy Manager, Swisscom
Claire LEPROUST, CEO, Fablabchannel and media founder Les Haut-Parleurs
François FOURRIER, Head of Product & Partnerships, Canal + (tbc)

3:55-4:40 pm Investing in the user experience
In an environment marked by a plethora of available content, vendors need to distinguish themselves to stand out from the
crowd, attract consumers and keep them. Which is why providing a quality user experience is on the lips of all the sector’s
players. How to capitalise on technological innovations to improve QoE? What is the cost, and what are the benefits?
Moderator: Vincent GRIVET, Head of Broadcasting Development, TDF




Jean-David BLANC, Co-founder, Molotov
Frank DEBO, VP Sales EMEA, Technicolor
Sylvain THEVENOT, Managing Director, Netgem

4:40-5:00 pm Keynote

Bruno MAMER, EMEA Strategic Relations, Google
5:00-6:00 pm Coffee and Networking: meet the speakers
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Thursday 16 November – Afternoon
Expert seminars

– Digital Africa

How to finance the digital revolution in Africa?
From deploying high-speed networks to building the Silicon Savannah
Le Corum – Auditorium Einstein level 0
The digitisation of the African economy is a veritable groundswell, and internet use keeps on growing thanks to the
development of 3G/4G networks, a decrease in the price of smartphones and the emergence of innovative services. But
massive financing is needed for the digital revolution to truly take hold, both for deploying the needed infrastructure and
creating an ecosystem for digital innovation. And the current landscape is changing, with the introduction of new financing
schemes (PPP, sharing), the emergence of venture capital and funding for start-ups, not to mention the fact that veteran
technological giants are staking out their claims on the innovation front.
2:30-2:40 pm Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld

Sophie LUBRANO, Director of Studies Telecom Unit, IDATE DigiWorld
2:40-3:30 pm How to streamline network rollouts?
At a time when 4G networks are be ing deployed and FTTH/B is emerging, the need for infrastructure financing is an
especially sensitive topic. And, in addition to financing from traditional sources like the World Bank and the ADB, public
players are turning to new funding schemes: public-private partnerships, functional separation, the Chinese model. In the
private sector, operators are working to improve their return on investment by pooling their resources through cooperative
schemes, our by outsourcing a portion of their network.
Introduction: Didier POUILLOT, Head of Markets & Regulation Practice, IDATE DigiWorld
Moderator: Mohamadou DIALLO, CEO, CIO-MAG

Astrid BONTE, Director of International Affairs, Eutelsat

Benoit DENIS, Projects Directorate, European Investment Bank

Jean-Philippe HAAG, Senior Industry Advisor, Telecom and Media, Société Générale

Nizar YAICHE, Partner & Advisory, Strategic Consulting, PwC
3:30-3:50 pm Mobile-driven financial inclusion: from Africa to Europe

Marc RENNARD, Deputy CEO - Customer Experience & Mobile Banking, Orange
3:50-4:30 pm How to finance the creation of the Silicon Savannah in Africa?
The digital ecosystem in Africa is still taking shape: it has become a reality in Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa, but only just
emerging in French-speaking and Eastern Africa. There is no shortage of investors: governments, aware of the historic,
and not to be missed, opportunity that the 3rd industrial revolution represents, providing either direct financing or hosting
hackathons. In the private sector camp, telcos are supporting start-ups by acting as incubators, while tech giants like
Facebook, Google, Microsoft, SAP and IBM are also investing in tech hubs. And the venture capital sector is beginning to
open up on the continent.
Moderator: Robert-Martin SILO-SAME, Digital Champion-Managing Partner & CEO Founder, Sisaroma

Jean-Marc FERRE, Director of Transformation programmes, ATOS

Céline ZAPOLSKY, VP Executive, Linagora

Laurent ZYLBERBERG, Director of Institutional, International and European Relations, Caisse des Dépôts
4:30-4:45 pm Keynote

M’Hamed DALLA, Advisor to the Minister of Communication Technologies and Digital Economy, Republic of
Tunisia
4:45 pm Closing cocktail

Partner

Thursday 16 November – Afternoon
Expert seminars

– eHealth

Who will fund eHealth?
Le Corum – Room Joffre 1 level 1
eHealth is a major issue for the future of the society in that it helps to reduce care delivery costs, and serves as catalyst to
boost a wealth of new businesses, capitalising on the insights provided by the proliferation of health data. Many eHealth
solutions remain at the trial or pilot phase, however, and are struggling to find a sustainable “business” model. Added to
which, funders – including social systems and health insurers – are facing uncertainty over future regulations, and the
actual value of eHealth solutions remains to be proven. Can personalised care and the silver economy offer new
opportunities using different funding models?
2:30-2:40 pm Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld

Hao YI, Consultant Innovation Unit, IDATE DigiWorld
2:40-3:20 pm Business model – Who is going to pay? And how?
Despite its promises to shake up the way healthcare is accessed, managed and delivered, the reimbursement policies for
eHealth have not yet been defined. Where are we today in regard to regulation or funding schemes to pave the way for
eHealth’s development? What new opportunities for payers? Does this new approach to care mean a new remuneration
model for practitioners?
Moderator: Grégoire MERCIER, MD PhD, Head of the health services research unit, CHU Montpellier

Christelle AYACHE, R&D Funding, Project Officer, Cap Digital

Sandrine COULANGE, Head of Health Strategic Programs, AXA Next

Sandra JUGE, Responsible for Innovation and Valorisation mission, CHU Limoges
3:20-3:35 pm Potential of health data

Laurent VANDEBROUCK, Managing Director Europe, Qualcomm Life
3:35-4:15 pm The Silver economy – will it drive a surge in investments for eHealth?
There is a proven need for digital solutions to meet the challenges of the silver economy, particularly on the medical front.
What are the issues and objectives for eHealth solutions in the silver economy? How could eHealth stakeholders hitch a
ride on the silver economy, and truly take off?
Moderator: Jacques BONTE, Associate, Amphets

Nadia FRONTIGNY, Director Public Affairs, Orange Healthcare

Daniel LAUNE, CEO & Scientific Director, Kyomed

Laurent LEVASSEUR, Chairman, Bluelinea

Delphine PACCARD, Responsible for preventive healthcare services, Carsat Languedoc-Roussillon (Public
Retirement Insurance)
4:15-4:30 pm eHealth of tomorrow – personalized medicine and new “business” models

Shaun MAHER, Strategic Advisor for Improvement and Person-Centred Care, Scottish Government
4:30 pm Closing cocktail

Partner

Thursday 16 November – Afternoon
Expert seminars

– Game Summit

2017 investment magnets: VR, IA, 5G, eSport
Le Corum – Auditorium Pasteur level 0
More than ever before, video game industry news is opening up to topics that concern telcos, technology providers,
consumer electronics manufacturers, Internet giants and R&D labs. This edition of the Video game track will offer a chance
to dive into these cross-cutting issues that involve both video game sector players and players in adjacent sectors.
2:30-2:40 pm Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld

Laurent MICHAUD, Head of Video Game practice, IDATE DigiWorld
2:40-3:00 pm Virtual reality: a quick market inventory
Virtual reality technologies are attracting a lot of attention from video game companies and from other sectors. They are
also raising gamers’ expectations. But the market is struggling to shift into high gear, although we expect to see things
kick up a notch late this year or in Q1 2018.

Timothée COLLARD, Windows Marketing & Category Lead, Microsoft
3:00-3:20 pm What can we expect from artificial intelligence in gaming?
In gaming, AI is used mainly used to manage and control non-player characters, their movement and behaviour. Simulation
games deploy characters that can evolve thanks to interaction created by a player, and to alter their behaviour accordingly.
Twenty years after IBM’s Deep Blue beat world chess champion, Garry Kasparov, six years after the same company’s
Watson crushed on it TV quiz show, Jeopardy, and with the more recent defeat of world Go champion Ke Jie to AlphaGo
(DeepMind/Google), it seems like a good time to take stock of how AI has evolved, and the reasons why platform suppliers
are taking a growing interest in video games.

Emmanuel CORNO, Game designer freelance
3:20-3:40 pm Will 5G disrupt gaming?
Faster connections, lower latency, greater reliability thanks to smart cells, greater energy efficiency, more data exchanged,
shorter time to market… 5G is set to usher in a host of improvements over 4G networks. But what impact will it have on
mobile gaming?

Nicolas BENSIGNOR, Founder & CEO, Playsoft
3:40-4:15 pm Round Table: The outlook for eSports and its economic challenges
IDATE DigiWorld estimates that the eSports market could climb to more than 3 billion euros in 2021. And projections for
2025 are close to 7 billion euros. Ad revenue, sponsoring, broadcasting/distribution rights, operating licences,
merchandising and betting are the main sources of revenue for the new, very webgenic video game market. This round
table will be the chance to hear from the players whose businesses could be heavily impacted by eSports
Moderator: Laurent MICHAUD, Head of Video Game practice, IDATE DigiWorld

Matthieu DALLON, Director of Strategy and Business Development, Webedia

Stéphan EUTHINE, Chief Operating Officer and co-owner, LDLC Event and President, France eSports
4:15-4:35 pm Creative (Heart) Intelligence: What’s Leadership for Diversity Got To Do With It
The wake up calls continue in the gaming (GG), technology (Google “Anti-diversity” manifesto) and film (Weinstein's outing)
industries. While we continue to witness recurring biases; we must finally address the root cause of this pervasive problem
- our leadership. L4D is an invitation to rise to this occasion and support each other to become better leaders in the
process. True diversity requires a leadership reformation to reimagine how we fundamentally do business; to create human
and financial capital, to make meaning and money. Companies no longer need to be built to last they need to be designed
to evolve. Diversity of people, perspectives and products is a natural outcome of creative intelligence, the most important
skill in the 21st century and most valuable leadership tool we can employ. Supported by significant data and research,
creativity as a force for leadership that inspires the collective is undeniable. The panel will share stories of creative
leadership in action that are inspiring cultural health.
Moderator: Caroline IMBERT, Co-Founder, Cheese Burgames

Megan GAISER, Founder, Leadership for Diversity & Director, Compassion Games

Jon RAMER, Director, Leadership for Diversity & Founder, Compassion Games
4:35 pm Closing cocktail
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Sick of paper?
Download the DigiWorld Summit mobile app!
Download the mobile app
for iOS and Android and register with the
event code DWS2017 to make the most of your DigiWorld Summit:
 chat with the participants
 explore the speakers profile
 get all programme sessions & useful info
 answer the satisfaction survey and win an annual subscription to Les Echos digital
 …

